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Depending on your provider, it can take weeks and

sometimes months to get fixed line business

broadband services setup for a new building. In the

meantime, you’re reliant on the local coffee shop’s

unsecured public WiFi or your smartphone as a

slow, expensive mobile hotspot. It’s no way to run a

business.

WEEKS LOST WAITING FOR FIXED LINE SERVICES

Today, you simply cannot run your business without

the Internet. In fact, Internet failures cost UK

businesses £742 million in lost productivity and

extra overtime in 2018. Without an Internet

connection, your email and systems stop working,

productivity slows down, your customers get

frustrated and you lose revenue.

£742 MILLION LOST TO INTERNET OUTAGES

Modern Networks 4G Rapid Deployment Service is

the perfect temporary solution for any business that

needs immediate Internet access while waiting for

fixed line services to be installed. It’s also a great

way to tackle those costly unexpected Internet

outages.

Typically, we can deliver next business day. Our 4G

Rapid Deployment router comes preconfigured and

ready to use out-of-the-box. Our 30GB per month

data package provides fast, reliable, secure 4G

wireless and mobile broadband. It’s small enough to

fit in the palm of your hand and powerful enough

to run your email and basic systems. The device

will even notify you if a data top-up is required.

Modern Networks can remotely monitor usage and

manage your device. Our UK Service Desk also

provides fast, friendly technical support. Finally,

once your fixed line broadband service is installed,

our 30-day terms mean you can simply cancel your

contract and ship the device back to us.

4G RAPID DEPLOYMENT SERVICE
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To learn more about our 4G Rapid Deployment

Service, contact your Account Manager or the Sales

Department now.

þ Secure, fast and reliable Internet connection.

þ Instant access to essential business services such

as email while waiting for fixed line services to be

installed.

þ Perfect temporary solution to tackle unexpected

Internet service outages.

þ Cost effective data packages to meet your

business needs.

þ Automated alerts notify you if a data top-up is

required.

þ Our router comes pre-configured and ready to

use.

þ Small device footprint, takes up minimal space.

þ Remote device monitoring and management.

þ UK Service Desk technical support.

þ Our 30-day terms mean you can simply return the

device once your fixed line service is installed.

Features & Benefits
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